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B-jet triggers critical for hh→4b.  (Probably also in future for hh→bbττ)

Introduction
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Figure 14: Trigger e�ciencies following the full resolved analysis selection. (a) shows the e�ciencies of the triggers
used in 2015, while (b) shows the e�ciencies of the 2016 triggers. In both graphs, the green line shows the e�ciency
of a trigger requiring two b-tagged-jets and another two untagged jets, all with pT > 35 GeV; the blue line represents
a trigger requiring an untagged jet with pT > 100 GeV and two b-tagged-jets with pT > 55 GeV; the red line
represents a trigger that requires a b-tagged jet with pT > 225 GeV. The triggers in 2016 use an online multivariate
b-tagging algorithm that has better overlap with the o�ine b-tagging algorithm. Despite this, the 2016 triggers are
less e�cient due to a bug in the online primary vertex reconstruction. The impact of this bug was measured in data
and the correction has been applied here resulting in ⇡7% e�ciency loss.
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2j35_b60_2j35:  
 - 4 × 35 GeV jets 
 - 2 of b-tagged (60% WP) 

j100_2j55_b60: 
  - 1 × 100 GeV  
  - 2 × 55 GeV (btagged)  

j225_b60: 
  - 1 btag 225 GeV

Example:
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B-jet triggers most complicated trigger paths at LHC. 

Depend on many lower-level inputs 
   - L1 seed 
   - Primary Vertex finding 
   - HLT tracking   
   - Jet reconstruction/calibration 
   - b-tagging 

Constraints:  
    L1 rate / CPU limitation in HLT / output rate 
    Consistency with offline algorithms   
                                  (optimized w/o these above constraints)
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B-jet triggers most complicated trigger paths at LHC. 

Depend on many lower-level inputs 
   - L1 seed 
   - Primary Vertex finding 
   - HLT tracking   
   - Jet reconstruction/calibration 
   - b-tagging 

Constraints:  
    L1 rate / CPU limitation in HLT / output rate 
    Consistency with offline algorithms   
                                  (optimized w/o these above constraints)

- Go through these in turn. 
    Emphasize differences  
        between ATLAS/CMS 
- Discussion of Upgrades
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ATLAS
L1 Trigger
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Trigger L1 Seed L1 Rate HLT Rate

4j35 (2-btags) 4×J15 ~3 kHz ~40 Hz

j100+2j55 (2 b-tags) J75 + 2J20 ~ 2 kHz ~10 Hz

j225 (1-btag) J100 ~3 kHz ~20 Hz

Trigger L1 Seed L1 Rate HLT Rate

4j45 (3-btags) HT ≥280  + … ~3 kHz* ~10 Hz*

2j30+2j90 (3-btags) HT ≥280  + … ~3 kHz* ~5-10 Hz*

CMS

*Guesses based on 2018 rates
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Online Primary Vertex finding
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Online Primary Vertex finding
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Transverse position determined from beamspot position 

Reconstruct longitudinal (z) PV position event-by-event 
  - Mainly a CPU saver from Δz wrt PV cut 
  - Also used track selection / longitudinal impact parameter  

ATLAS and CMS quite different approaches.
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CMS Primary Vertex finding
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Iterative approach 
Start with track-less vertex finding using jets + pixel clusters 
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subjet b tagging outperforms the double-b tagger at low jet pT, while the two approaches are
similar at high jet pT. The lower misidentification probability for single b jets at the same
H ! bb jet tagging efficiency for subjet b tagging at low jet pT is explained by the fact that
the two subjets are very well separated at low jet pT and the variables related to the AK8 jet
used in the double-b tagger are less efficient. In contrast, at high jet pT the subjets are much
closer together, resulting in shared tracks and secondary vertices and thereby leading to a more
similar performance.

Whether it is better to use subjet b tagging or the double-b tagger in a physics analysis de-
pends strongly on the flavour composition and pT distribution of the jets from the signal and
background processes under consideration.

7 Performance of b jet identification at the trigger level
The identification of b jets at the trigger level is essential to collect events that do not pass
standard lepton, jet, or missing pT triggers, and to increase the purity of the recorded sample for
analyses requiring b jets in the final state. The L1 trigger uses information from the calorimeters
and muon detectors to reconstruct objects such as charged leptons and jets. Identification of b
jets is not possible at that stage as it relies on the reconstructed tracks from charged particles
available only at the HLT. In this section, we describe b jet identification at the HLT. A detailed
description of the CMS trigger system can be found in Ref. [11].

Because of latency constraints at the HLT, it is not feasible to reconstruct the tracks and primary
vertex with the algorithms used for offline reconstruction. The time needed for track finding
can be significantly reduced if the position of the primary vertex is known. While the position
in the transverse plane is defined with a precision of 20 µm, its position along the beam line is
not known [2]. However, it is possible to obtain a rough estimate of the primary vertex position
along the beam line by projecting onto the z direction the position of the silicon pixel tracker
hits (pixel detector hits) compatible with the jets. A pixel tracker hit in the barrel (endcap) is
compatible with a jet when the difference in azimuthal angle between the hit and the jet is less
than 0.21 (0.14). The region along the beam line with the highest number of projected pixel
detector hits is most likely to correspond to the position of the primary vertex. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 26: the direction of the tracks in a jet is assumed to be approximately the
same as the direction of the jet obtained using the calorimeter information.

Figure 26: Scheme of the fast primary vertex finding algorithm used to determine the position
of the vertex along the beam line. The pixel detector hits from the tracks in a jet are projected
along the calorimeter jet direction onto the beam line.

This fast primary vertex (FPV) finding algorithm is sensitive to pixel detector hits from pileup
interactions. Therefore, a number of selection requirements based on the shape of the charge
deposition clusters associated with the pixel detector hits are applied to select those that most

- Hits from 4 leading jets / weighting by cluster shape mitigate pile-up 

Iterative approach 
Start with track-less vertex finding using jets + pixel clusters 
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subjet b tagging outperforms the double-b tagger at low jet pT, while the two approaches are
similar at high jet pT. The lower misidentification probability for single b jets at the same
H ! bb jet tagging efficiency for subjet b tagging at low jet pT is explained by the fact that
the two subjets are very well separated at low jet pT and the variables related to the AK8 jet
used in the double-b tagger are less efficient. In contrast, at high jet pT the subjets are much
closer together, resulting in shared tracks and secondary vertices and thereby leading to a more
similar performance.

Whether it is better to use subjet b tagging or the double-b tagger in a physics analysis de-
pends strongly on the flavour composition and pT distribution of the jets from the signal and
background processes under consideration.

7 Performance of b jet identification at the trigger level
The identification of b jets at the trigger level is essential to collect events that do not pass
standard lepton, jet, or missing pT triggers, and to increase the purity of the recorded sample for
analyses requiring b jets in the final state. The L1 trigger uses information from the calorimeters
and muon detectors to reconstruct objects such as charged leptons and jets. Identification of b
jets is not possible at that stage as it relies on the reconstructed tracks from charged particles
available only at the HLT. In this section, we describe b jet identification at the HLT. A detailed
description of the CMS trigger system can be found in Ref. [11].

Because of latency constraints at the HLT, it is not feasible to reconstruct the tracks and primary
vertex with the algorithms used for offline reconstruction. The time needed for track finding
can be significantly reduced if the position of the primary vertex is known. While the position
in the transverse plane is defined with a precision of 20 µm, its position along the beam line is
not known [2]. However, it is possible to obtain a rough estimate of the primary vertex position
along the beam line by projecting onto the z direction the position of the silicon pixel tracker
hits (pixel detector hits) compatible with the jets. A pixel tracker hit in the barrel (endcap) is
compatible with a jet when the difference in azimuthal angle between the hit and the jet is less
than 0.21 (0.14). The region along the beam line with the highest number of projected pixel
detector hits is most likely to correspond to the position of the primary vertex. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 26: the direction of the tracks in a jet is assumed to be approximately the
same as the direction of the jet obtained using the calorimeter information.

Figure 26: Scheme of the fast primary vertex finding algorithm used to determine the position
of the vertex along the beam line. The pixel detector hits from the tracks in a jet are projected
along the calorimeter jet direction onto the beam line.

This fast primary vertex (FPV) finding algorithm is sensitive to pixel detector hits from pileup
interactions. Therefore, a number of selection requirements based on the shape of the charge
deposition clusters associated with the pixel detector hits are applied to select those that most

CMS Primary Vertex finding
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- Hits from 4 leading jets / weighting by cluster shape mitigate pile-up 

Iterative approach 
Start with track-less vertex finding using jets + pixel clusters 
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likely correspond to a particle with a large pT. In addition, only pixel detector hits compatible
with up to four leading jets with pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 2.4 are used. Finally, each pixel
detector hit is assigned a weight reflecting the probability that it corresponds to a track in one
of the considered jets. The weight is obtained by using information related to the shape of the
charge deposition cluster, the azimuthal angle between the jet and the cluster, and the jet pT.
Since the spread of projected hits from the primary vertex is proportional to the distance from
the beam line, a larger weight is assigned to pixel detector hits closer to the beam line.

Figure 27 (left) shows that the resolution of the primary vertex along the beam line, Dz, is
about 3 mm for simulated multijet events with 35 pileup interactions on average. Here, events
are selected if the scalar sum of the calorimeter jet transverse momenta exceeds 250 GeV. The
double-peak structure is caused by a bias in the FPV reconstruction that finds the primary
vertex closer to the centre of the CMS detector than it is in reality in the simulation. This bias
originates from the higher number of projected hits at the centre of the detector because of the
detector geometry and pileup interactions. The efficiency of the FPV algorithm to reconstruct
the primary vertex within 1.5 cm of its true position along the beam line is close to 99%.
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Figure 27: Distribution of residuals on the position of the primary vertex along the beam line
using the fast primary vertex finding algorithm described in the text (left), and on the position
of the primary vertex along the beam line after refitting with the tracks reconstructed at the
HLT (right). The distributions are obtained using simulated multijet events with 35 pileup
interactions on average and a flat p̂T spectrum between 15 and 3000 GeV for the leading jet.
Events are selected for which the scalar sum of the pT of the jets is above 250 GeV. The first and
last bin of each histogram contain the underflow and overflow entries, respectively.

Since b tagging relies on the precise measurement of the displaced tracks with respect to the pri-
mary vertex, it is crucial to use tracks that use the information of both the pixel and the silicon
strip tracker to improve the spatial and momentum resolutions. To reduce the HLT algorithm
processing time, these tracks are only reconstructed when originating near the primary vertex
and if they are close to the direction of the leading jets, sorted according to decreasing jet pT.
Up to eight jets with pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 2.4 are considered in an event. In the first step,
the trajectories of charged particles are reconstructed from the pixel detector hits. To reduce
the reconstruction time, tracks are only reconstructed when they have a longitudinal (trans-
verse) impact parameter below 15 (2) mm and are compatible with the direction of one of the
jets. For simulated tt events with 35 pileup interactions on average, this approach of regional
pixel tracking reduces the track reconstruction time by a factor of almost 40 with respect to
pixel tracking without constraints. Using the reconstructed pixel tracks, the efficiency to find
the primary vertex within 0.2 mm of its true position along the beam line is around 97.5%. To
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- Hits from 4 leading jets / weighting by cluster shape mitigate pile-up 
- Reconstruction pixel tracks with ΔZ < 15 mm 
- Re-do Primary Vertex finding w/ Pixel tracks 
- Reconstruction Full Pixel + Strip tracks updated PV 
- Refine PV with full tracks

Iterative approach 
Start with track-less vertex finding using jets + pixel clusters 
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subjet b tagging outperforms the double-b tagger at low jet pT, while the two approaches are
similar at high jet pT. The lower misidentification probability for single b jets at the same
H ! bb jet tagging efficiency for subjet b tagging at low jet pT is explained by the fact that
the two subjets are very well separated at low jet pT and the variables related to the AK8 jet
used in the double-b tagger are less efficient. In contrast, at high jet pT the subjets are much
closer together, resulting in shared tracks and secondary vertices and thereby leading to a more
similar performance.

Whether it is better to use subjet b tagging or the double-b tagger in a physics analysis de-
pends strongly on the flavour composition and pT distribution of the jets from the signal and
background processes under consideration.

7 Performance of b jet identification at the trigger level
The identification of b jets at the trigger level is essential to collect events that do not pass
standard lepton, jet, or missing pT triggers, and to increase the purity of the recorded sample for
analyses requiring b jets in the final state. The L1 trigger uses information from the calorimeters
and muon detectors to reconstruct objects such as charged leptons and jets. Identification of b
jets is not possible at that stage as it relies on the reconstructed tracks from charged particles
available only at the HLT. In this section, we describe b jet identification at the HLT. A detailed
description of the CMS trigger system can be found in Ref. [11].

Because of latency constraints at the HLT, it is not feasible to reconstruct the tracks and primary
vertex with the algorithms used for offline reconstruction. The time needed for track finding
can be significantly reduced if the position of the primary vertex is known. While the position
in the transverse plane is defined with a precision of 20 µm, its position along the beam line is
not known [2]. However, it is possible to obtain a rough estimate of the primary vertex position
along the beam line by projecting onto the z direction the position of the silicon pixel tracker
hits (pixel detector hits) compatible with the jets. A pixel tracker hit in the barrel (endcap) is
compatible with a jet when the difference in azimuthal angle between the hit and the jet is less
than 0.21 (0.14). The region along the beam line with the highest number of projected pixel
detector hits is most likely to correspond to the position of the primary vertex. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 26: the direction of the tracks in a jet is assumed to be approximately the
same as the direction of the jet obtained using the calorimeter information.

Figure 26: Scheme of the fast primary vertex finding algorithm used to determine the position
of the vertex along the beam line. The pixel detector hits from the tracks in a jet are projected
along the calorimeter jet direction onto the beam line.

This fast primary vertex (FPV) finding algorithm is sensitive to pixel detector hits from pileup
interactions. Therefore, a number of selection requirements based on the shape of the charge
deposition clusters associated with the pixel detector hits are applied to select those that most
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- Hits from 4 leading jets / weighting by cluster shape mitigate pile-up 
- Reconstruction pixel tracks with ΔZ < 15 mm 
- Re-do Primary Vertex finding w/ Pixel tracks 
- Reconstruction Full Pixel + Strip tracks updated PV 
- Refine PV with full tracks

CMS Primary Vertex finding
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Iterative approach 
Start with track-less vertex finding using jets + pixel clusters 
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subjet b tagging outperforms the double-b tagger at low jet pT, while the two approaches are
similar at high jet pT. The lower misidentification probability for single b jets at the same
H ! bb jet tagging efficiency for subjet b tagging at low jet pT is explained by the fact that
the two subjets are very well separated at low jet pT and the variables related to the AK8 jet
used in the double-b tagger are less efficient. In contrast, at high jet pT the subjets are much
closer together, resulting in shared tracks and secondary vertices and thereby leading to a more
similar performance.

Whether it is better to use subjet b tagging or the double-b tagger in a physics analysis de-
pends strongly on the flavour composition and pT distribution of the jets from the signal and
background processes under consideration.

7 Performance of b jet identification at the trigger level
The identification of b jets at the trigger level is essential to collect events that do not pass
standard lepton, jet, or missing pT triggers, and to increase the purity of the recorded sample for
analyses requiring b jets in the final state. The L1 trigger uses information from the calorimeters
and muon detectors to reconstruct objects such as charged leptons and jets. Identification of b
jets is not possible at that stage as it relies on the reconstructed tracks from charged particles
available only at the HLT. In this section, we describe b jet identification at the HLT. A detailed
description of the CMS trigger system can be found in Ref. [11].

Because of latency constraints at the HLT, it is not feasible to reconstruct the tracks and primary
vertex with the algorithms used for offline reconstruction. The time needed for track finding
can be significantly reduced if the position of the primary vertex is known. While the position
in the transverse plane is defined with a precision of 20 µm, its position along the beam line is
not known [2]. However, it is possible to obtain a rough estimate of the primary vertex position
along the beam line by projecting onto the z direction the position of the silicon pixel tracker
hits (pixel detector hits) compatible with the jets. A pixel tracker hit in the barrel (endcap) is
compatible with a jet when the difference in azimuthal angle between the hit and the jet is less
than 0.21 (0.14). The region along the beam line with the highest number of projected pixel
detector hits is most likely to correspond to the position of the primary vertex. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 26: the direction of the tracks in a jet is assumed to be approximately the
same as the direction of the jet obtained using the calorimeter information.

Figure 26: Scheme of the fast primary vertex finding algorithm used to determine the position
of the vertex along the beam line. The pixel detector hits from the tracks in a jet are projected
along the calorimeter jet direction onto the beam line.

This fast primary vertex (FPV) finding algorithm is sensitive to pixel detector hits from pileup
interactions. Therefore, a number of selection requirements based on the shape of the charge
deposition clusters associated with the pixel detector hits are applied to select those that most
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likely correspond to a particle with a large pT. In addition, only pixel detector hits compatible
with up to four leading jets with pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 2.4 are used. Finally, each pixel
detector hit is assigned a weight reflecting the probability that it corresponds to a track in one
of the considered jets. The weight is obtained by using information related to the shape of the
charge deposition cluster, the azimuthal angle between the jet and the cluster, and the jet pT.
Since the spread of projected hits from the primary vertex is proportional to the distance from
the beam line, a larger weight is assigned to pixel detector hits closer to the beam line.

Figure 27 (left) shows that the resolution of the primary vertex along the beam line, Dz, is
about 3 mm for simulated multijet events with 35 pileup interactions on average. Here, events
are selected if the scalar sum of the calorimeter jet transverse momenta exceeds 250 GeV. The
double-peak structure is caused by a bias in the FPV reconstruction that finds the primary
vertex closer to the centre of the CMS detector than it is in reality in the simulation. This bias
originates from the higher number of projected hits at the centre of the detector because of the
detector geometry and pileup interactions. The efficiency of the FPV algorithm to reconstruct
the primary vertex within 1.5 cm of its true position along the beam line is close to 99%.
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Figure 27: Distribution of residuals on the position of the primary vertex along the beam line
using the fast primary vertex finding algorithm described in the text (left), and on the position
of the primary vertex along the beam line after refitting with the tracks reconstructed at the
HLT (right). The distributions are obtained using simulated multijet events with 35 pileup
interactions on average and a flat p̂T spectrum between 15 and 3000 GeV for the leading jet.
Events are selected for which the scalar sum of the pT of the jets is above 250 GeV. The first and
last bin of each histogram contain the underflow and overflow entries, respectively.

Since b tagging relies on the precise measurement of the displaced tracks with respect to the pri-
mary vertex, it is crucial to use tracks that use the information of both the pixel and the silicon
strip tracker to improve the spatial and momentum resolutions. To reduce the HLT algorithm
processing time, these tracks are only reconstructed when originating near the primary vertex
and if they are close to the direction of the leading jets, sorted according to decreasing jet pT.
Up to eight jets with pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 2.4 are considered in an event. In the first step,
the trajectories of charged particles are reconstructed from the pixel detector hits. To reduce
the reconstruction time, tracks are only reconstructed when they have a longitudinal (trans-
verse) impact parameter below 15 (2) mm and are compatible with the direction of one of the
jets. For simulated tt events with 35 pileup interactions on average, this approach of regional
pixel tracking reduces the track reconstruction time by a factor of almost 40 with respect to
pixel tracking without constraints. Using the reconstructed pixel tracks, the efficiency to find
the primary vertex within 0.2 mm of its true position along the beam line is around 97.5%. To

εvtx > 98%
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ATLAS Primary Vertex finding
Two-step track reconstruction:  
  - “Super ROIs” - OR of jet ROIs 0.2×0.2 (PT > 30 GeV) 
  - “Fast tracking” within Super-ROI.  PT > 1 GeV 
  -  Primary Vertex reconstruction 
  - “Precision tracking” in 0.4×0.4 jet ROIs with ΔZ cut 
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Two-step track reconstruction:  
  - “Super ROIs” - OR of jet ROIs 0.2×0.2 (PT > 30 GeV) 
  - “Fast tracking” within Super-ROI.  PT > 1 GeV 
  -  Primary Vertex reconstruction 
  - “Precision tracking” in 0.4×0.4 jet ROIs with ΔZ cut 
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ATLAS Primary Vertex finding
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One of the primary limitations in the trigger is HLT CPU usage 
     b-jet triggers are among largest user of HLT CPU 
Several major campaigns to reduce b-jet trigger CPU usage: 
    PV finding: trk PT 1 GeV → 5 GeV / 0.2×0.2 → 0.1×0.1 / …

Two-step track reconstruction:  
  - “Super ROIs” - OR of jet ROIs 0.2×0.2 (PT > 30 GeV) 
  - “Fast tracking” within Super-ROI.  PT > 1 GeV 
  -  Primary Vertex reconstruction 
  - “Precision tracking” in 0.4×0.4 jet ROIs with ΔZ cut 
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Impact on HLT CPU
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Online Track Reconstruction
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Track Efficiency
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Track Efficiency
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Figure 29: Comparison of the misidentification probability for light-flavour jets (left) and c jets
(right) versus the b tagging efficiency at the HLT and offline for the CSVv2 algorithm applied
on simulated tt events for which the scalar sum of the jet pT for all jets in the event exceeds
250 GeV.

8 Measurement of the tagging efficiency using data
In the previous sections, the performance of the taggers was studied on simulated samples.
In this section, we present the methods used to measure the efficiency of the heavy-flavour
tagging algorithms applied on the data. In Section 8.1, the data are compared to the simulation
for a few input variables as well as for the output discriminator distributions. The measurement
of the misidentification probability in the data is presented in Section 8.2. The tagging efficiency
for c and b jets is presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. Section 8.5 summarizes a
method to measure data-to-simulation scale factors as a function of the discriminator value for
the various jet flavours. The results of the various measurements are compared and discussed
in Section 8.6.

8.1 Comparison of data with simulation

The data are compared to simulation in different event topologies, chosen for their different jet
flavour composition, and selected according to the following criteria:

• Inclusive multijet sample: Events are selected if they satisfy a trigger selection re-
quiring the presence of at least one AK4 jet with pT > 40 GeV. Because of the high
event rates only a fraction of the events that fulfill the trigger requirement are se-
lected (prescaled trigger). The fraction of accepted events depends on the prescale
value, which varies during the data-taking period according to the instantaneous
luminosity. The data are compared to simulated multijet events using jets with
50 < pT < 250 GeV. This topology is dominated by light-flavour jets and contains
also a contribution of jets from pileup interactions.

• Muon-enriched jet sample: Events are considered if they satisfy an online selec-
tion requiring at least two AK4 jets with pT > 40 GeV of which at least one contains
a muon with pT > 5 GeV. Also in this case, the trigger was prescaled. The data
are compared to a sample of jets with 50 < pT < 250 GeV and containing a muon
selected from simulated muon-enriched multijet events. Because of the muon re-
quirement this topology is dominated by jets containing heavy-flavour hadrons.

• Dilepton tt sample: At trigger level, events are selected by requiring the presence
of at least one isolated electron and at least one isolated muon. Offline, the leading

Online b-tagging
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 3-pixel layer layout 
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Figure 29: Comparison of the misidentification probability for light-flavour jets (left) and c jets
(right) versus the b tagging efficiency at the HLT and offline for the CSVv2 algorithm applied
on simulated tt events for which the scalar sum of the jet pT for all jets in the event exceeds
250 GeV.

8 Measurement of the tagging efficiency using data
In the previous sections, the performance of the taggers was studied on simulated samples.
In this section, we present the methods used to measure the efficiency of the heavy-flavour
tagging algorithms applied on the data. In Section 8.1, the data are compared to the simulation
for a few input variables as well as for the output discriminator distributions. The measurement
of the misidentification probability in the data is presented in Section 8.2. The tagging efficiency
for c and b jets is presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. Section 8.5 summarizes a
method to measure data-to-simulation scale factors as a function of the discriminator value for
the various jet flavours. The results of the various measurements are compared and discussed
in Section 8.6.

8.1 Comparison of data with simulation

The data are compared to simulation in different event topologies, chosen for their different jet
flavour composition, and selected according to the following criteria:

• Inclusive multijet sample: Events are selected if they satisfy a trigger selection re-
quiring the presence of at least one AK4 jet with pT > 40 GeV. Because of the high
event rates only a fraction of the events that fulfill the trigger requirement are se-
lected (prescaled trigger). The fraction of accepted events depends on the prescale
value, which varies during the data-taking period according to the instantaneous
luminosity. The data are compared to simulated multijet events using jets with
50 < pT < 250 GeV. This topology is dominated by light-flavour jets and contains
also a contribution of jets from pileup interactions.

• Muon-enriched jet sample: Events are considered if they satisfy an online selec-
tion requiring at least two AK4 jets with pT > 40 GeV of which at least one contains
a muon with pT > 5 GeV. Also in this case, the trigger was prescaled. The data
are compared to a sample of jets with 50 < pT < 250 GeV and containing a muon
selected from simulated muon-enriched multijet events. Because of the muon re-
quirement this topology is dominated by jets containing heavy-flavour hadrons.

• Dilepton tt sample: At trigger level, events are selected by requiring the presence
of at least one isolated electron and at least one isolated muon. Offline, the leading
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background prediction. The uncertainty due to the values of the fit parameters is taken to be the bin-by-bin
root-mean-square of the fit results for all the pseudo-experiments using the nominal fit function.

The uncertainty in the MC-based signal expectation is dominated by the uncertainty in the modeling of
the b-tagging e�ciency [42, 44]. This uncertainty grows with jet pT, with a smallest uncertainty of 2%
for jets with pT around 90 GeV and up to 15% for jet pT around 1.5 TeV. The b-jet calibration is based
on identifying a high-purity sample of b-jets by selecting tt̄ events [44]. The uncertainties are measured
using data for jet pT < 300 GeV and are extrapolated to jet pT > 300 GeV by means of MC simulation
by varying quantities in the simulation that are known to a�ect the b-tagging performance, such as the
track impact-parameter resolution, the fraction of poorly measured tracks, the description of the detector
material, and the track multiplicity per jet. The uncertainty in the impact-parameter resolution includes
alignment e�ects, dead modules and additional material not properly modeled in the simulation, and is
the dominant source of uncertainty for the b-tagging e�ciency at high pT.

Because the dataset for the low-mass analysis is recorded using b-jet trigger as described in Section 4,
there is an additional systematic uncertainty associated with the b-jet trigger e�ciency. It is extracted by
comparing the b-jet trigger e�ciency in 2016 data and MC simulation in a high-purity sample of b-jets
selected from a dilepton tt̄ sample by using similar procedures to those used to measure the o�ine b-tagging
e�ciencies. Uncertainties due to the mismodeling of the b-jet purity in simulation, mismodeling of the
b-jet trigger e�ciency for non b-jets, simulation statistical error, data statistical error (jet pT < 240 GeV)
and simulation-based extrapolation (jet pT > 240 GeV) are taken into account. The per-jet uncertainty is
estimated to be 1%–20% for jets with pT of 35–700 GeV (Figure 4). The total uncertainty of the di-b-jet
trigger e�ciency comes from the per-jet b-tagging e�ciency with an additional per-event uncertainty of
2% that covers di�erences in the primary vertex reconstruction.
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Figure 4: The online b-tagging e�ciency with respect to the o�ine b-tagging e�ciency as a function of pT. The
b-tagging online and o�ine working points correspond to an e�ciency of 60% and 70%, respectively.

The combined uncertainty in the jet energy scale and resolution is estimated using untagged jets in 13 TeV
data and simulation by following the methods described in Ref. [47]. The total uncertainty is found to be
less than 2% across the investigated mass range.

For b-tagged jets an additional uncertainty is assigned to the energy scale. It is estimated using MC
samples and verified with data following the method described in Ref. [48]. Firstly, the ratio of the sum of
track transverse momenta inside the jet to the total jet transverse momentum measured in the calorimeter
is formed, and then this ratio is compared between data and simulation. This double ratio is then compared

9

b-jet Trigger Calibration
Measure jet-level efficiency in fully-leptonic ttbar events 
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FTK: ATLAS Phase I Track Trigger Upgrade 
   - Full scan Inner Detector tracking at 100kHz (L1 output) 
   - PT > 1 GeV / d0 < 2mm / ε ~ 90% wrt offline 
   - Latency O(100µs) ⇒ tracks available as input to HLT

Future: Phase I
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Major impact on CPU usage:  
  - Monitor Beam-spot  
  - PV Finding 
  - Track-based Jet calibration 
  - CPU based tracks / re-fitted FTK tracks for b-tagging 
  -  … + other improvements not as relevant for hh 
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Future: Phase I
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Nominal FTK

Future: Phase I
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Refitted FTK

Future: Phase I
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ATLAS: 1MHz Strips + outer pixel layer (baseline) 
              ~100 kHz tracks w/all pixel layers 
               PT > 1 GeV / d0 < 2 mm / |eta| < 4

Future: Phase-II

!41

 Not much yet specific to b-jet trigger performance…

CMS:     40 MHz Strips + outer pixel layers 
               PT > 2 GeV / d0 < 2 mm / |eta| < 2.5 
               500-750 kHz pixel readout 
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ATLAS: 1MHz Strips + outer pixel layer 
              ~100 kHz tracks w/all pixel layers 
               PT > 1 GeV / d0 < 2 mm / |eta| < 4

Future: Phase-II
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 Not much yet specific to b-jet trigger performance…

CMS:     40 MHz Strips + outer pixel layers 
               PT > 2 GeV / d0 < 2 mm / |eta| < 2.5 
               500-750 kHz pixel readout

13.5 HTT Performance Studies
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Figure 13.9: Comparison of the z0 (left) and d0 (right) resolution for first- and second-stage fitting
and offline.

Figure 13.9 shows the z0 and d0 resolution for 10 GeV muons as a function of h for the HTT
first- and second-stage processing and offline tracking resolution. Only the central region
was studied for the second-stage fitting.

13.5.5 Simulated HTT Data Size

The data size has been simulated to allow data bandwidth calculations in the hardware.
The requirements and estimations in Section 13.6 are derived from these simulations. The
fraction of data in ITk, separated by layer, for different trigger objects is shown in Table 13.9.
The average RoI fraction per event to be processed by the regional HTT is 2.3% and the
average data fraction per layer is ranging between 3.5% and 6.8% for the barrel strip and
pixel layers used in rHTT. This data is used for optimising the partitioning of the HTT
system and for dataflow and bandwidth calculations.

The number of clusters per ITk layer in a 0.2 ⇥ 0.2 h � f region for 0.7 < h < 0.9, for
pattern banks with different pT thresholds (corresponding to gHTT, rHTT and L1Track), is
shown in Fig. 13.10 (left). The number of clusters for pattern banks with pT > 4 GeV in four
0.2 ⇥ 0.2 regions across h is shown in Fig 13.10 (right). The layers shown are those used
in the first-stage processing, where Layer 0 is the outermost ITk pixel layer and the others
are strip layers. The result is shown for jets in < µ >= 200 pile-up. The cluster occupancy
is dominated by minimum bias; events with a jet pointing in the given h � f region only
have about 10% higher occupancy. This data is used for calculating FPGA resources and
power.

360
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Figure 13.9: Comparison of the z0 (left) and d0 (right) resolution for first- and second-stage fitting
and offline.

Figure 13.9 shows the z0 and d0 resolution for 10 GeV muons as a function of h for the HTT
first- and second-stage processing and offline tracking resolution. Only the central region
was studied for the second-stage fitting.

13.5.5 Simulated HTT Data Size

The data size has been simulated to allow data bandwidth calculations in the hardware.
The requirements and estimations in Section 13.6 are derived from these simulations. The
fraction of data in ITk, separated by layer, for different trigger objects is shown in Table 13.9.
The average RoI fraction per event to be processed by the regional HTT is 2.3% and the
average data fraction per layer is ranging between 3.5% and 6.8% for the barrel strip and
pixel layers used in rHTT. This data is used for optimising the partitioning of the HTT
system and for dataflow and bandwidth calculations.

The number of clusters per ITk layer in a 0.2 ⇥ 0.2 h � f region for 0.7 < h < 0.9, for
pattern banks with different pT thresholds (corresponding to gHTT, rHTT and L1Track), is
shown in Fig. 13.10 (left). The number of clusters for pattern banks with pT > 4 GeV in four
0.2 ⇥ 0.2 regions across h is shown in Fig 13.10 (right). The layers shown are those used
in the first-stage processing, where Layer 0 is the outermost ITk pixel layer and the others
are strip layers. The result is shown for jets in < µ >= 200 pile-up. The cluster occupancy
is dominated by minimum bias; events with a jet pointing in the given h � f region only
have about 10% higher occupancy. This data is used for calculating FPGA resources and
power.
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Di-Higgs sensitivity is a main driver for upgrade design 

2.5 Physics Signatures with Jets

(a) VBF H ! tt acceptance using tt triggers
where both ts decay hadronically. The acceptance
at the target is 30% and the acceptance in the no-
upgrade scenario is 8%

(b) HH ! ttbb acceptance using tt triggers
where both ts decay hadronically. The acceptance
at the target is 32% and the acceptance in the no-
upgrade scenario is 13%

Figure 2.8: Acceptance for VBF H ! tt and HH ! ttbb for dihadronic tau (tt) triggers where
both ts decay hadronically.

pT selections. As shown in Fig. 2.6, the two methods are complementary; photon-triggered
ISR events are sensitive at low Z0 masses, while jet-triggered ISR events are more sensitive
at higher Z0 masses.

For the HH non-resonant process, a dedicated study [2.7] of the sensitivity as a function of
the offline jets pT threshold has been performed. The results are shown in Fig. 2.9 assuming
that systematics are not a strong limitation on the result. This shows that the loss due
to the trigger requirements below 50 � 60 GeV moderate (but non-neglible), and above
⇡ 65 GeV the sensitivity in this important analysis degrades rapidly. The current estimated
achievable threshold for the upgraded system is 65 GeV. A no-upgrade scenario would
require a threshold of approximately 100 GeV, leading to a loss approximately a factor of
two on the s(HH ! 4b)/s(HH ! 4b)SM limit. Results with more pessimistic systematics
assumptions show similar trigger impacts. For a more detailed discussion of the analysis
and the impact of the system design on it, see Section 6.13. The Standard Model HH ! 4b
non-resonant process cannot be observed with this channel alone, but the analysis would
be sensitive to an enhanced cross-section due to anomalous Higgs self-couplings.

Di-jet resonance searches can be motivated by a variety of physics models. In particular,
resonances with relatively small couplings to visible matter have been motivated by re-
cent dark matter models [2.4][2.8]. Figure 2.6 shows a summary of the ATLAS bounds on
the coupling gq as a function of the Z0 resonance mass. At high mass, above ⇠ 1.5 TeV
(dark blue line), the single jet trigger is used. For di-jet resonances with masses below ⇠
1 TeV, triggers are designed to select an ISR jet (purple line) or photon (red line, see also
Section 2.3) present in the process rather than the decay products of the resonance. The jet
pT threshold affects the lower bound of the di-jet+ISR search with ISR jet. This is because
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Trigger losses hurt the most in region most sensitive to λ
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Figure 2.9: Expected 95% C.L. upper limit on the cross-section ratio
s(HH ! 4b)/s(HH ! 4b)SM as a function of the minimum pT requirement applied to
the fourth-leading jet, assuming that systematics are not a strong limitation on the result. As
discussed in Section 2.2, modifications of the Higgs self-coupling can modify the cross-section by
factors of order unity. Results with systematics show similar trigger impacts. For a more detailed
discussion, see Section 6.13.

the trigger selection of a high-pT ISR jet biases the distribution of the invariant mass of the
second and third leading jet for the QCD multijet background, which is problematic for the
background estimation used in these searches.

The single-jet pT threshold is driven by the Event Filter output limitation. The rate of high-
pT single-jet events that can be accepted by the Level-0 and used for combinations with
other signatures at the Event Filter is on the order of 25 kHz for HL-LHC; this corresponds
to a pT threshold of 180 GeV. Such a rate is much larger than the maximum recording rate
of 10 kHz. An alternative is to reduce the amount of recorded data for these events by re-
cording only the reconstructed objects in the Event Filter instead of the full detector data. In
order for this to work, the reconstruction in the Event Filter needs to be as close as possible
to a well understood offline reconstruction. This has been implemented in Run 2 and the
result is shown by the light blue line in Fig. 2.6 (named TLA in the legend). It provides a
substantial gain in sensitivity in the ⇠ 450� 1000 GeV Z0 mass range (purple line in the fig-
ure). This illustrates the value of a low single-jet threshold and reconstruction in the Event
Filter that closely follows the offline reconstruction (including having tracking available for
pile-up mitigation and calibrations). The mass range of this search is ultimately limited
by the Level-0 thresholds, and by the CPU requirements for obtaining tracks associated to
trigger jets that can guarantee a good pile-up suppression performance.
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b-jet trigger is a major experimental challenge 
    
Will continue to get harder with increasing luminosity 

Critical to di-Higgs program: hh→4b  (hh→bbττ) 

Experiments quite different approaches: 
   Common theme: making online more like offline 

Dedicated track-trigger upgrades coming to the LHC. 
    Big impact on ultimate Di-Higgs/λ sensitivity

Conclusions
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Figure 29: Comparison of the misidentification probability for light-flavour jets (left) and c jets
(right) versus the b tagging efficiency at the HLT and offline for the CSVv2 algorithm applied
on simulated tt events for which the scalar sum of the jet pT for all jets in the event exceeds
250 GeV.

8 Measurement of the tagging efficiency using data
In the previous sections, the performance of the taggers was studied on simulated samples.
In this section, we present the methods used to measure the efficiency of the heavy-flavour
tagging algorithms applied on the data. In Section 8.1, the data are compared to the simulation
for a few input variables as well as for the output discriminator distributions. The measurement
of the misidentification probability in the data is presented in Section 8.2. The tagging efficiency
for c and b jets is presented in Sections 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. Section 8.5 summarizes a
method to measure data-to-simulation scale factors as a function of the discriminator value for
the various jet flavours. The results of the various measurements are compared and discussed
in Section 8.6.

8.1 Comparison of data with simulation

The data are compared to simulation in different event topologies, chosen for their different jet
flavour composition, and selected according to the following criteria:

• Inclusive multijet sample: Events are selected if they satisfy a trigger selection re-
quiring the presence of at least one AK4 jet with pT > 40 GeV. Because of the high
event rates only a fraction of the events that fulfill the trigger requirement are se-
lected (prescaled trigger). The fraction of accepted events depends on the prescale
value, which varies during the data-taking period according to the instantaneous
luminosity. The data are compared to simulated multijet events using jets with
50 < pT < 250 GeV. This topology is dominated by light-flavour jets and contains
also a contribution of jets from pileup interactions.

• Muon-enriched jet sample: Events are considered if they satisfy an online selec-
tion requiring at least two AK4 jets with pT > 40 GeV of which at least one contains
a muon with pT > 5 GeV. Also in this case, the trigger was prescaled. The data
are compared to a sample of jets with 50 < pT < 250 GeV and containing a muon
selected from simulated muon-enriched multijet events. Because of the muon re-
quirement this topology is dominated by jets containing heavy-flavour hadrons.

• Dilepton tt sample: At trigger level, events are selected by requiring the presence
of at least one isolated electron and at least one isolated muon. Offline, the leading
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a single b tagged jet at HLT is determined as the number of jets passing the initial trigger, based
on the sum of the pT of the jets, divided by the number of jets passing the trigger and having
an HLT CSVv2 discriminator above 0.56. The b tagging efficiency for a threshold of 0.56 on
the HLT CSVv2 discriminator is shown as a function of the offline CSVv2 discriminator value
in Fig. 28 (right). In both panels, the structure at a discriminator value of ⇡ 0.5 is caused by
jets from pileup interactions. In the right panel, the discontinuity indicates that these jets do
not behave exactly in the same manner at the HLT and offline, due to their different track re-
construction. The larger efficiency for CSVv2 discriminator values below 0.05 is due to jets for
which the chosen primary vertex at the HLT and offline is different. In particular, the primary
vertex position is wrongly reconstructed at the HLT, resulting in an apparent displaced jet with
a high CSVv2 discriminator value at the HLT and a small offline CSVv2 discriminator value.
The impact of this effect is relatively small since there are only a few jets with an offline CSVv2
discriminator value below 0.05, as can be seen in the left panel.
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Figure 28: Offline CSVv2 discriminator distribution for all jets and for jets with a value of the
CSVv2 discriminator at the HLT exceeding 0.56 (left), and b tagging efficiency at the HLT as a
function of the offline CSVv2 discriminator value (right).

Figure 29 compares the HLT and offline b tagging performance using jets in simulated tt events
with 35 pileup interactions on average. Events are selected if the scalar sum of the jet transverse
momenta exceeds 250 GeV. Up to eight leading jets are used with pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 2.4.
As expected, the b tagging performance of the offline reconstruction is better than at the HLT.
The maximum b jet identification efficiency at the HLT is ⇡ 95% because of three effects that
occur more frequently at the HLT:

• The primary vertex is not reconstructed or not identified as the vertex corresponding
to the jets on which the b tagging algorithm is applied.

• Since the track reconstruction efficiency at the HLT is lower, it happens more often
that less than two tracks are associated with the jet, resulting in no valid discrimina-
tor value being assigned to the jet.

• There are at least two reconstructed tracks, but they do not pass the track selection
requirements applied in the CSVv2 algorithm.

In the future, the b tagging performance at the HLT will be further improved by replacing the
CSVv2 tagger with the DeepCSV tagger.

Comparison
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the HLT CSVv2 discriminator is shown as a function of the offline CSVv2 discriminator value
in Fig. 28 (right). In both panels, the structure at a discriminator value of ⇡ 0.5 is caused by
jets from pileup interactions. In the right panel, the discontinuity indicates that these jets do
not behave exactly in the same manner at the HLT and offline, due to their different track re-
construction. The larger efficiency for CSVv2 discriminator values below 0.05 is due to jets for
which the chosen primary vertex at the HLT and offline is different. In particular, the primary
vertex position is wrongly reconstructed at the HLT, resulting in an apparent displaced jet with
a high CSVv2 discriminator value at the HLT and a small offline CSVv2 discriminator value.
The impact of this effect is relatively small since there are only a few jets with an offline CSVv2
discriminator value below 0.05, as can be seen in the left panel.
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Figure 28: Offline CSVv2 discriminator distribution for all jets and for jets with a value of the
CSVv2 discriminator at the HLT exceeding 0.56 (left), and b tagging efficiency at the HLT as a
function of the offline CSVv2 discriminator value (right).

Figure 29 compares the HLT and offline b tagging performance using jets in simulated tt events
with 35 pileup interactions on average. Events are selected if the scalar sum of the jet transverse
momenta exceeds 250 GeV. Up to eight leading jets are used with pT > 30 GeV and |h| < 2.4.
As expected, the b tagging performance of the offline reconstruction is better than at the HLT.
The maximum b jet identification efficiency at the HLT is ⇡ 95% because of three effects that
occur more frequently at the HLT:

• The primary vertex is not reconstructed or not identified as the vertex corresponding
to the jets on which the b tagging algorithm is applied.

• Since the track reconstruction efficiency at the HLT is lower, it happens more often
that less than two tracks are associated with the jet, resulting in no valid discrimina-
tor value being assigned to the jet.

• There are at least two reconstructed tracks, but they do not pass the track selection
requirements applied in the CSVv2 algorithm.

In the future, the b tagging performance at the HLT will be further improved by replacing the
CSVv2 tagger with the DeepCSV tagger.
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Need to: 
  - Correct modeling efficiency w/performance measured in data 
  - Derive systematic on modeling of the trigger efficiency  

Can only measure jet-level trigger efficiencies in data. 

Challenge:  
 Derive event-level efficiencies/uncertainties from jet-level  
   inputs using proper correlations between jets and triggers. 

Done this using simple toy MC.  
  - Randomly assign jets pass/fail trigger (based jet-level εTrig )  
  - Repeated N-time to measure pass fraction.  
  - Above is repeated M-times with varying εTrig with in ΔεTrig 
  - Gives distribution of pass fractions:  µ - SF / σ - event-level systematic

4b Trigger Scale Factors
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